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NASA’s Commitment to open data

Since 1994, the ESDS Program has committed to the full and open sharing 
of Earth science data obtained from NASA instruments to all users.



EOSDIS Big Data Evolution







What is Cumulus?







Cumulus Architecture
Defined by @cumulus/api
Deployed by @cumulus/deployment



NASA’s Global Browse 
Imagery Ingest Workflow





@ascalamogna



Cumulus is a collection of resources for deploying 
and configuring a data pipeline in the cloud.



Cumulus is a collection of resources

These resources are:
● @cumulus/deployment: A node module for creating a Cumulus 

deployment. A Cumulus deployment is comprised of 4 AWS 
Cloudformation stacks. Each Cumulus application will have it's own 
cloudformation stacks.

● @cumulus/api: A node module for deploying the Cumulus API and other 
AWS resources required to run Cumulus workflows.

● Node modules for common tasks to be run as part of Cumulus 
Workflows, for example @cumulus/discover-granules

● cumulus-dashboard: Code to generate and deploy the dashboard for the 
Cumulus API.



Why Cumulus?

1. Leverages AWS Serverless, which gets us:
a. Reduced devops work or limits security risks associated with managing servers
b. Scales and is fault tolerant out of the box

2. Features a rich API for triggering, scheduling and monitoring workflows
3. Dashboard offers user interface for underlying API
4. API and dashboard come with configurable OAuth integration
5. Supported by NASA Cumulus Core development team
6. Modular: Has many components but can be configured for different use 

cases



Cumulus 
Applications



Cumulus outside of NASA

Partner Project Using Cumulus to

GEO GEO GLAM (Global Agricultural Modeling) Discover and transfer MODIS 
tiles

WRI Air Quality Model Live Produces air quality model 
results in near real-time

NHC Hurricane Intensity Estimation using Machine 
Learning on GOES imagery

Generate hurricane intensity 
predictions



Want to learn more?









Cumulus Code + Documentation

● Cumulus Core Repository → https://github.com/nasa/cumulus
● Cumulus documentation → https://nasa.github.io/cumulus
● Cumulus Confluence Space → wiki.earthdata.nasa.gov/display/CUMULUS/
● DAACs’ Cumulus Deployments → 

git.earthdata.nasa.gov/projects/CUMULUS
● Integration tests (good example stack) → 

github.com/nasa/cumulus/.../example

https://github.com/nasa/cumulus
https://nasa.github.io/cumulus
https://wiki.earthdata.nasa.gov/display/CUMULUS/
https://git.earthdata.nasa.gov/projects/CUMULUS
https://github.com/nasa/cumulus/tree/master/example
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